
A Double Video Based Lesson

Watch a video

about a prototype watch

that helps people break

their bad habits.

Transcript.

Before. During. After

Video Watching Activities

Discuss Bad Habits.

List  And Rank Bad Habits.

Compare Against A Video.

PAVLOK
The Habit Changing Wristband

PPTX Review Of 
Bad  Habits

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=pavlok-break-bad-habits
https://eltbuzz.com/video
https://mega.nz/file/JnAxlAzB#x5686z7dU_AvBvCTCAM7IZP3ONOwQv8M-U7eyMu2LHE


Pavlok: The Habit Changing wristband

Do you have any bad habits you'd like to break? How would you break them?1.

Before Watching. Discuss. 

3. What is crowdfunding?  Would you make this type of investment in a product?

4. How is an addiction different than a bad habit?  Name some examples of each.

What is the first step in breaking a bad habit?   ____________________________1.

 While Watching 

2. How long does it take to break a bad habit?  _____________________________

3. What is David using Pavlok for? _______________________________________

After Watching
Would you invest in Pavlok?  Why or why not?  Do you think it is successful today?1.

4. What bad habits might Pavlok help with ?     ______________________________

2. Do you have any thoughts about how Pavlok might be improved or a device
 or way that might work better than Pavlok?

2. What does the word "Pavlov" suggest to you. How does it relate to the title?

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=pavlok-break-bad-habits


More than 40% of our lives are spent in habit, For most of us that time is wasted. The secret to

transformation is not to try harder, it's to replace bad habits with the habits of excellence. 

If you wanted to transform yourself, how would you start? First, identify the habits that hold you back. Pair

them with a negative stimulus, like electric shock. Each surge of voltage trains your brain and weakens the

neural connection until the bad habit is severed. Next, replace the bad habit with a positive one. Reward

yourself when you complete your daily goal. Commit to a penalty if you fail. The fear of loss stimulates your

basal ganglia while the chance of reward motivates your prefrontal cortex. In fewer than 30 days the

action becomes a habit.

Pavlok is the first system designed to help you build good habits and break bad ones. Earn rewards when

you succeed. Pay the price when you fail and experience the electric shock that keeps you on track.

Contribute to the crowdfunding campaign today.

Hi I'm Annie Satie, founder of Pavlok. Now I know that electric shock sounds crazy but sometimes crazy

works. Like many revolutionary ideas ours started off just as a fun project.  But it turned into something

much more. Together with my co-founder Jim Lynch, we set out to create Pavlok, the world's first device

that doesn't just track what you do but actually changes what you do. Here you see Pavlok in his wristband

form but at its core Pavlok is a small module. Small enough that it can stick anywhere on your body.

Now, Pavlok is able to vibrate beep and even electrically shock you on command. But what it can do is

much more. 

Instead of me telling you what Pavlok can do, let me show you what Pavlok has already done.

Hi, my name is David Goldstein. I'm hoping to use Pavlok to get me into a better exercise routine. I am a

cancer survivor I've had a heart attack. I was in a wheelchair for a while and I still have some paralysis in

both legs. As you can see I've put on a great deal of weight and I'm hoping that Pavlok can help me

address all of those issues. 

I am at 65 days out of the past 71,  of using the padlock system. I am down 7 pounds. My arms have got

noticeably stronger and my legs are actually the strongest they've been since I was paralyzed in 2001, and

go play with my kids more at the end of the day. It's now just part of who I am and what I do. 

You see, most of us just don't know what greatness feels like we assume that we're gonna do what we've

always done. But users like David tell a different story. When they begin to fall back into the old routine,

Pavlok jolts them out of it. In most cases their old routine can be replaced in fewer than 30 days. People

are already using Pavlok to begin writing everyday, to learn new languages, to exercise, to journal, to

begin to form and break dozens of new habits. In fact, there's infinite capabilities thanks to Pavlok’s open

developer API. I know firsthand how powerful small habit changes can be and I'm excited to share Pavlok

with the world.

That's where IndieGoGo supporters like you, come in. We've built the Pavlok prototype and we've begun

testing on users. Now we need your help to begin setting up manufacturing so we can deliver Pavlok and

help it change the habits that matter most to you.

Pavlok:  The  Habit Changing Wristband



Top 10 Bad Habits
List ten things you think are bad habits. 
Discuss with a partner and rank them. Which is the worst?
After, watch the video and compare your answers. How many are the same? 

Name___________________

https://youtu.be/mGxe7UHbo3s?t=6


Pavlok: The Habit Changing wristband

Do you have any bad habits you'd like to break? How would you break them?1.

Before Watching. Discuss. 

3. What is crowdfunding?  Would you make this type of investment in a product?

4. How is an addiction different than a bad habit?  Name some examples of each.

What is the first step in breaking a bad habit?   ____________________________1.

 While Watching 

2. How long does it take to break a bad habit?  _____________________________

3. What is David using Pavlok for? _______________________________________

After Watching
Would you invest in Pavlok?  Why or why not?  Do you think it is successful today?1.

4. What bad habits might Pavlok help with ?     _________________________________

2. Do you have any thoughts about how Pavlok might be improved or a device
 or way that might work better than Pavlok?

2. What does the word "Pavlov" suggest to you. How does it relate to the title?

Identifying the bad habit. 

less than 30 days usually

He is using it to lexercise more and ose weight.

writing everyday, learn new languages, 
to exercise, to journal.

Answers

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=pavlok-break-bad-habits


Top 10 Bad Habits
List ten things you think are bad habits. 
Discuss with a partner and rank them. Which is the worst?
After, watch the video and compare your answers. How many are the same? 

Name___________________

Biting Your Nails

Picking At Your Hair

Smoking. Vaping

Drinking Too Much

Wasting Time Or Procrastinating

Snacking

Watching Too Much TV / Movies

Overspending

Not Wearing Sunscreen

Not Sleeping Enough 10
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https://youtu.be/mGxe7UHbo3s?t=6
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